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Abstract: Feloo-xNi, alloys for x<34 at% i.e., up to the structurally stable Invar
concentration, undergo a martensitic transformation. In the parent fcc-phase these alloys
show a volume enhancement which is known as the anti-Invar effect. This effect
disappears at a concentration at which the martensitic transformation also no longer takes
place. In a narrow concentration range of about 301x<34 at% Invar, anti-Invar and the
martensitic transformation can be observed simultaneously. The Invar and the anti-Invar
effects are understood to be due to the instability of the magnetic moment with respect to
a volume change, i.e. the moment-volume instability. Using thermal expansion
measurements on Feloo-xNi,, with OSxS37 at%, we determine critical volumes of the yphase at the martensitic transformations. Furthermore we show the existence of Invar
behavior in the rest Austenite in FeT0Ni3,,.

1. INTRODUCTION
The cc-y (bcc-fcc) transformation in Fe at
T=1184 K (A3 point) has been the subject of
intensive research in metallurgy and physics. One
of the open questions related to the transformation
is why the atomic volume of the low temperature
product cc-phase is larger than that of the high
temperature parent y-phase at the A3 point. In
other words, what internal effect causes the
atomic volume V, to increase when going through
Fe
the transition with decreasing temperature. The
answer to this question clearly lies in the
understanding of the microscopic mechanism of
the transformation. The formalism o f t h e
mechanism should certainly take into account the
magnetic interactions in a and y-Fe, since a
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phases (Fig. 1) show that without ferromagnetism
in the a-phase the paramagnetic (PM) y-phase Fig. 1. Difference in the Gibbs free energies of the a,
would have been stable down to about 500 K [ l - -y and &-phasesin Fe.
31. Below this temperature the E-phase would have been stable. This very basic fact demonstrates clearly
how magnetism, and therefore electronic properties, can play a vital r6le in the stabilization of a
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particular structure. However, magnetic ordering is not necessarily an essential factor. Rather, as in Fe,
magnetic sk.>rt range correlations above the Curie temperature, Tc=1043 K, can be also sufficiently
strong to contribute to the stabilization of the cc-phase.
y-Fe is stable between the A3 and A4 points (1184<T<1665 K). It is an anti-Invar in which large
fluctuations in the magnetic moment and volume (moment-volume instability) give rise to an enhanced
anharmonicity leading to an excess thermal expansion. [4-61 It is antiferromagnetic below the N6el
temperature, TN=70 K, with a magnetic moment p=0.5 pB but, in the stability range predominantly short
range ferromagnetic (FM) correlations with p=1.2 pB are known to exist from neutron diffraction
experiments. [7] In the ground state it has been shown by magnetic investigations of artificial fcc-Fe
lattices that y-Fe is AF below a critical volume ~ ~ = 1 2 . 0 5 ~ 1nm3
0-~
and FM above it [g]. Therefore, just
as FM short range correlations contribute to the stabilization of the a-phase of Fe, one might expect the
FM short range correlations in y-Fe to provide the internal force to drive the structure to the larger
volume a-phase on decreasing temperature.
Addition of Ni to Fe stabilizes the y-phase to lower temperatures. In Fe-rich FeNi alloys the cc-y
transformation takes the form of a Martensitic transformation characterized by a diffusionless process. In
the concentration range where martensitic transformations take place, i.e., up to about 34 at% Ni, the antiInvar effect is also observed [g]. Anti-Invar behavior and Martensite disappear almost together near this
concentration, after which Invar properties set in. Therefore, in order to begin a systematic investigation
of the magnetic aspects of the a-y transformation in Fe based alloys, we examine the properties of the
transformation in the FeNi system. In the present paper we study the volumetric properties of FeNi alloys
and discuss its presence in Invar and anti-Invar alloys.
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Fig. 2. a ( T ) of Feloo,Ni,.
as in part (c).

Measurement directions are indicated in part [b). The transformation temperatures are identified

2. EXPERIMENT
The thermal expansion Al/l of five Fe,oo-xNi, alloys with concentrations x=5, 10, 25, 30 and
35at% was measured in two separate capacitance dilatometers functioning in the ranges 4<T<300 K and
300<T<1200 K respectively. Alh were measured first in the low temperature apparatus on decreasing
temperature and then on increasing temperature. They were then transfered to the high temperature
apparatus and measured on increasing temperature through the Af temperature, and finally back to room
temperature. Data were taken on equilibrium roughly 3 K apart in the low temperature dilatometer and
about 5 K apart in the high temperature dilatometer.

3. RESULTS
Fig. 2 shows a(T) for the alloys that undergo a Martensitic transformation. The Martensitc and
Austenitic transformation temperatures (M,, Mf and A,, Af) are identified as shown in Fig 2(c). 'S' and 'f
denote 'start' and 'final' respectively. The direction of temperature change is indicated in Fig. 2(b). On
coming down from high temperature the samples go through M, below which they are essentially a but
also contain rest Austenite. The amount of rest Austenite in the x=10 and x=5 at% alloys at low
temperatures is negligeble [10]. In all measurements a(T) of the y-phase at high temperatures is
somewhat larger than in the Martensite phase, in accordance with the denser packed structure of the yphase. For the x=30 at% alloy the decreasing temperature data within the y-phase shows a drop before
the M, temperature is reached. This drop is associated with the Invar effect, which is known to occur in
this alloy [g].
3.1 The Magnetic and Structural Phase Diagram
The phase diagram showing the structural and magnetic transformation temperatures is plotted in
Fig. 3. The subscripts 'S' and 'f refer to start and final, respectively. TN begins at 70 K for y-Fe and is
expected to gradually decrease to 0 K near x=20-25 at% where ferromagnetic ordering sets in, as denoted
by the Tc line. The present ci(T) data show that the separations between the M, and Mf lines and the A,
and Aflines are somewhat larger than earlier reported [10]. In a narrow concentration range around x=30
at% the Martensitic transformation occurs below Tc, i.e. the parent phase is magnetically ordered. For
other concentrations the parent phase is PM. Tab. 1 summarizes the state of magnetic ordering in the cc
and y-phases at M,. The possible combinations of
FM and PM in the two phases show that magnetic
ordering is not essential for the Martensitic
1200
transformation in FeNi alloys.

Tab. 1. Magnetic ordering of
Fe 100.xNixat MS
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Fig. 3 . The phase diagram of FelOO-xNixshowing TC and TN
for the fcc phase and structural transformation temperatures.
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3.2 Low Temperature a ( T )
Fig. 4 shows the low temperature portion
(4<T<400 K) of the a(T) data obtained on
increasing temperature. D u e t o adequate
temperature stability for 4<T<300 K, a(T) of
these curves could be calculated as the slope of
consecutive LUA data. The curves for x=30 and
x=25 at% show an interesting development with
increasing Ni concentration. T h e almost
completely a-phase x=5 and x=10 at% alloys
Y
show regular behavior in a(T) (the curve for x=10
9
at% is not shown for clarity). As the Fe
concentration decreases a hump develops with
8 5
x=25 a%, and becomes more distinct for X-30
at%. At the same time the higher temperature
ends of the data tend to level off. When these two
data are compared to the pure austenite x=35 or
x=37 atYo Invar alloy, one sees that the features in
0
a(T) of the x=30 at% alloy resembles that of
Invar. This means that rest austenite in the x=30
-2
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properties in the mixed a+y phase. Therefore, we
show clearly that rest Austenite in FeNi al10ys Fig. 4. a(T) of Fe,o,,Ni, in the a-y mixed state. Data taken
which undergo martensitic transformations and at on increasing temperature after being cooled to T=4 K.
the same time lie close to the Invar composition
exhibit coexisting Invar and Martensite properties.

-

4. DISCUSSION

It is a general fact that fcc-alloys of Fe
undergoing Martensitic transformations experience
12.2
an increase in V, when going through M, with
decreasing temperature. That FM short range
correlations in the or-phase are responsible for the
stabilization of the bcc structure is a fact
established from thermodynamical analysis of Fe.
c
A similar interplay between magnetism and
structure can exist in the y-phase as well.
Namely, the strength of the magnetic short range
correlations can increase with decreasing
temperature due to decrease of lattice vibration
amplitude. At the same time the volume contracts
m,
due to decrease of temperature until the volume
11.6 can no longer support the fcc structure. Thereafter
/
and a phase transformation to larger volume bcc
state will be triggered. Unfortunately, to verify
-c.
this idea a detailed complimentary study of the
size magnetic moment of the correlations in these
11.4
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alloys is required. Such a study has not been
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undertaken until now. Nevertheless, we plot in
of the y-phase at MS7 which corresponds Fig. 5. The fcc V, at the M, tcrnperature of FelOO-xNix
Fig'
to the smallest volume that the y-phase can
acquire before the fcc structure becomes unstable.
The increase in V, above x=25 at% is due to the Invar effect. The data for x=35 at% Invar is obtained
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for T+O since for this concentration M,=O K. A further study of the size of the paramagnetic moment can
lead to a relationship between magnetic moment and volume at M,. This relationship can lead to a
critical condition for the transformation.
Anti-Invar is a property of elemental Fe and this property is carried into FexNiloO-xup to about
x=30 at%. As long as the temperature of these alloys is high enough, so that F M short range correlations
in the y-phase predominate as in y-Fe, Martensitic transformations can take place. Therefore the antiInvar property is not likely to have a dominating effect on the Martensitic transformation. This can be
further supported by the fact that similar small-volume y-phase to large-volume a-phase Martensitic
transformations take place in FePt alloys which do not have anti-Invar properties.
We have shown that rest Austenite in Fe-loNi30 exhibits Invar behavior. This result shows that the
properties of the pure Austenite phase are carried into the mixed Austenite-Martensite phase. Invar
properties can be observed in this mixed state in a small concentration range around the critical
concentration where Tc is expected to vanish rapidly with increasing Fe concentration.
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